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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXIV.

$OME explanation is needed of the omission of an
Q,ccount of the Steeplechases, usually inserted in this
number. Owing to these being held later than usual

and the Easter Holidays hindering the printing, the Editor
regrets to say that he found himself unable to include an
account of these.

We wish to congratulate J. L. Douglas on his Scholar
ship at Magdalene College, and E. G. T. Simey on his·
Exhibition at Selwyn College, Cambridge.

In this number we publish a letter requesting an
answer to letters which appear under the title of Corres
pondence. Many letters, however, achieve the required
result without being officially answered. The remainder
usually do not require (or sometimes deserve) an answer.
All sensible suggestions receive careful attention from the
authorities.

We offer our sincere congratulations to Mr. King on the
birth of a son.
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FOOTBALL,

JUNIOI{.

FIRST ROUND.

[APRIL,

DUNKD1'S v. BELL'S.

This match was played on the' Lower' on \Vednesday,
February 20th. A perfect hurricane blew throughout the match,
which rendered good and accurate football out of the question.
Dunkin's kicked off against the wind, and play settled for a time
in Bell's territory. Bell's were playing a new formation and for
some time did not play well together. After a good run by
Henri, which nearly resulted in a score for Dunkin's, Bell's
pressed hard and Foot scored; Bennett failing with the kick.
Half time arrived with Bell's pressing, and holding a lead of
three points.

Almost immediately on resuming Dunkin's scored by Tayler.
Master however, failed to convert, and the scores were level (3-3).
Bell's forwards played up much better against the wind and
helped by excellent kicking by Terry ii. and Battishill, penned
Dunkin's in their' 25' for the last ten minutes. No score how
ever resulted, and a hard game ended in a draw of one try all.

For Dunkin's, Strangman, Tayler and Benri were always
prominent, and for Bell's, Foot, Onslow, Terry ii. and Battishlll
showed up most.

Teams:-
Dtmkill's-Futcher (back); Smith i., Master, Douglas,

Pennefather (threequarters); Henri, Warner (halves); Strang
man (captain), Trevor, V/alters, Tullis, Tayler, Bartleet, Emson,
Gibbs (forwards).

Bell's-Smith iv. (back); Limbery ii., Limbery i., Popham,
de Steiger (threequarters); Battishill, Terry ii. (halves); Onslow
(captain), Foot, Padwick, Barker, Bennett, Dussek, Krause
(forwards). Buck (extra half).

Referee-Rev. W. J. Bensly.

REPLAY.

This match, the replay, was played off on the' Third' on
Saturday, February 23rd. Strangman kicked off, but the ball
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was quickly taken into Dunkin's '25.' The latter, however,
worked back and pressed; Popham receiving the ball in Bell's
, half,' broke right away and scored a good try, but the kick at
goal was unsuccessful. For the rest of this half play was fairly
even, though Bell's had the ball out to their backs more often.
Half time, Bell's 3, Dunkin's nil.

On restarting, Dunkin's pressed and scored through Trevor,
which made the scores level. A run by Popham, and a long
dribble hy Bell's forwards transferred play to Dunkin's '25,' but
Master brought the ball back and the last named making a good
opening, Smith scored for Dunkin's. The kick failed. Bell's
made a great effort and the ball being heeled smartly out
Terry ii. broke through and passing to Dussek, the latter went
over with a dashing try. This equalised the scores. Dunkin's
pressed hard after this but Bell's extra half prevented their
backs from getting properly going, and time was called with the
score 6 points all.

The captains agreed to play an extra five minutes' each
way and Dunkin's kicked off. Almost immediately Warner
intercepted, and outpacing everyone, scored for Dunkin's,
Master kicking the goal. The teams crossed over for the
last live minutes' with the score, Dunkin's II, Bell's 6.
Bell's started pressing and the ball coming out quickly the
threequarters got going on the right and Popham scored.
Bennett just failed with kick. Play was resumed amidst great
excitement. Again the ball came out like a flash and Battishill
started an attacking movement on the left which sent over
Terry ii. with a try for Bell's. Time was blown after this, Hell's
being left victorious by four tries (12 points) to one goal and two.
tries (II points).

The game was one of the most exciting in the history of
House matches, twice ending in a draw and being fought out
with desperate enthusiasm but unfailing good temper on both
sides.

For the losers Henri was very smart at half, whilst Master,
Futcher and Strangman were also conspicuous. For Bell's,
Onslow, Terry ii. and Popham all played extremely well.

Teams:-
Dlt1zkin's-Futcher (back); Smith, Master, Douglas, Penne

father (threequarters); Henri, Warner (halves); Strangman.
(captain), Trevor, Tayler, \Valters, Tullis, Bartlett, Emson,
Gibbs (forwards).
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Bell's-Smith iv. (back); Limbery ii., Limbery i., Popham,
de Steiger (threequarters); Battishill, Terry i. (halves); On slow
(captain), Foot, Dussek, Pad\vick, Bennett, Krause, Jenkinson
(forwards). Buck (extra half).

Referee-G. M. Carey, Esq.

--:0:--

KING'S v. WILDMAN'S.

This match was played on the' Third' on \Vednesday,
February 20th, in a strong wind. Wildman's, winning the toss,
played against the wind in the first half. Coates kicked off for
King's, and play settled down at once in \Vildman's '25.'
Constant kicking by King's outsides kept their opponents
continually on the defence. A series of tight scrimmages
followed in which neither side gained much advantage, until a
good heel by King's enabled Bramall to find touch near
vVildman's line. A good wheel by Wildman's forwards brought
some relief and took the ball back to the '25' line, where, from
a loose scrum, Bramall making a good opening, passed to Read,
who, outpacing the defence, scored far out for King'S. The
kick failed (0-3)' Wildman's dropping out, went to the attack
with renewed vigour and by fierce footwork and close dribbling
carried the ball to the half-way line where play remained for
some time. From a line out King's outsides got going and
carried the ball once more into their opponents' '25.' Wildman's
forwards then brought off a fine wheel, followed by a long dribble
by Smith and Wildman i., which ended in touch in King's' 25.'
A series of grovels followed and \Vildman's threequarters
continually looked dangerous. Sound tackling and good kicking
on the part of King's backs prevented their opponents from
scoring. Owing chiefly to the determined attacks of King's
halves and fierce forward work, play returned into vVildman's
territory, where it remained until the whistle sounded for half
time (0-3)'

On resuming play, \Vildman's with the wind in their favour,
drove their adversaries back into their '25.' Their forwards
continually heeled, but owing chiefly to the wind, their passing
was weak and little ground was gained. In the many scrums
which followed on King's line, Wildman's heeled well, but every
time their opponents' defence proved impenetrable. A good kick
by Bramall, backed up by a fierce rush by King's forwards,
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relieved the pressure and play settled down in mid-field. \Vild
man's, getting the ball in a grovel, passed out to Blackburne,
who, making good use of the wind, kicked high and followed up.
A mistake on the part of King's back nearly let Wildman ii.
cross the line. A scrum followed on the line and, in the loose
play which followed, Cooper handed the ball to \Vildman i., who
dashed through and scored far out. Blackburne's kick just
failed. Bramall dropped out and play remained for some time
in neutral territory. From a scrum in mid-field, Cooper found
touch in King's' 25.' A line out followed and fierce foot-work
took the ball on to King's line. A scrum ensued and a neat heel
by \Vildman's enabled Cooper to feint through and score
between the posts. The kick failed. This lead Wildman's
kept until' no side' was called shortly afterwards (6-3).

The game was keenly contested throughout, and Wildman's
victory was due mainly to their excellent forward play. Both
in the scrums and at the line outs they showed to great
advantage. Their wheeling was at times very effective, but was
stopped from time to time by good play on the part of Birch.
King's were superior outside, and it was only due to Wildman's
getting the ball in the scrum that they managed to keep them
out.

Teams:-
Wildman's-Kidner (back); Blackburne, Sawyer, Henley,

Symes ii. (threequarters); Cooper, Villar (halves); \Vildman i.,
Staley, vVildman iL, Smith, Holmes, Drewe ii., Hooper
(forwards).

Killg's-vVylie (back); Read, vVebb, Lott, Norsworthy
(threequarters); Bramall, Birch (halves); Coates, \Valker,
Hampton i., Bell, Nutting, Parry-Jones, Openshaw, Mansfield
(forwards).

--:0:--

SECOND ROUND.

WILDMAN'S v. BELL'S.

An exciting struggle between these two Houses was
witnessed on the 'Third' on \Vednesday, February 27th.
vVildman's won the toss and played with the sun. From the
kick off, Wild man's rushed the ball into their opponents' '25.'
For some time play remained in the corner of the field, but good
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defence on the part of Bell's baffled all Wildman's attempts to
cross the line. Fine foot-work by Bell's forwards gradually
drove their opponents' back until vVildman i., picking up,
dashed through, but was held up after crossing the line. From
the five yards' scrum, Bell's wheeled well and took thp- ball into
neutral territory. Some even play then followed in which neither
side seemed to gain much advantage. A free kick against Bell's
put Wildman's again on the attack and from a scrum on the
'25' line, vVildman's took the ball in front of their adversaries
goal, where Holmes picking up passed out to Sawyer, who ran
in near the posts and opened the scoring for \Vildman's. The
kick failed (3-0). After this reverse Bell's attacked with great
vigour and carried the ball into Wildman's ' 25,' where a series
of grovels took place, and from one of these the ball was passed
out to Terry ii., who kicked to Popham and enabled the latter
to dribble over and score for Bell's. Bennett, in spite of a good
kick, failed to add the extra points (3-3). Half time followed.

On resuming play, Bell's at first had the game all their own
way, and it was only sound collaring by Wildman's backs that
kept them from scoring. The energy of \Vildman's forwards
seemed for the moment to have relaxed and Bell's, taking full
advantage of this, attackeci with great fierceness. In the many
scrums which followed Bell's continually fed their threequarters,
until after a fine bout of passing the ball reached Popham, who
outpaced all opposition and scored far out for Bell's. The kick
failed (3-6). This reverse had its effect on \Vildman's forwards.
After the drop out, they carried play at once into Bell's '25.'
For the rest of the game, play kept solely with the forwards.
From a wheel on the' 25 ' line, Wildman's carried the ball into
touch near Bell's line. From the line out the ball was thrown
to Smith, who ploughing his way through the opposing forwards,
gained \Vildman's second try (6-6). The kick was unsuccessful.
After this Wildman's kept their opponents confined to their
'25,' and fierce forward play ensued near Bell's line. \Vildman's
making use of their superiority in the scrum, kept their
opponents at bay, by continual wheels, until \Vildman ii.,
picking up in the loose, broke through and gained the winning
try. The kick narrowly missed. In the few minutes which
followed, \Vildman's kept up a steady pressure, so that when
time was called they left the field victorious by 9-6.

For Bell's, Foot and Padwick worked manfully in the scrum,
and Terry ii. and Popham were prominent outside.
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For the winners, vVildman i., Smith and Cooper were most
conspicuous.

Teams :-
Wildlllan's-Kidner (back); Sawyer, Henley, Ledesma ii.,

Guppy (threequarters); Cooper, Viliar (halves); \iVildman i.,
Staley, Wildman ii., Smith, Drewe ii., Holmes, Gibson, Hooper
(forwards).

Bell's-Smith (back); Limbery ii., Popham, Terry ii.,
de Steiger, Buck (threequarters); Battishill, Gullick (halves) ;
Foot, Padwick, Bennett, Limbery i., Dussek, Krause, Jenkinson,
(forwards).

--:0:--

THIRD ROUND.

BELL'S v KING'S.

This match was played on March 2nd. King's won the
toss and played with the wind. After a succession of grovels in
midfield, Popham gaining possession of the ball scored a fine
try, which was converted by Bennett (5-0). King's forwards
now began to pull themselves together and after good heeling
Read scored near the posts, after a brilliant run. The try was
converted by Bramall (5-5). After this Read scored two more
tries in quick succession, one of which was converted (13-5), and
just before half time Birch managed to scramble over and score
an unconverted try. Half time (16-5).

King's started pressing at once by forward rushes headed
by Coates and Bell, and Birch picking up well scored another
unconverted try (19-5). Hampton ma. leading another forward
rush, picked up well and scored (22-5). Bell's now began to
press, and after excellent heeling in the grovel Popham scored
a second try far out. This was excellently converted by Bennett
(22-10). Time ,vas then called. King's were left to play with
Wildman's in the Two Cock.

Teams :-
Kil1g's-Wylie (back); Read, \Vebb, Norsworthy, Lott

(threequarters); Bramall, Birch (halves); Coates, Walker,
Hampton i., Nutting, Parry-Jones, Carey ii., Bell, Mansfield
(forwards).
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Bell's-Wynne (back); Limbery ii., Popham, Terry ii.,
de Steiger (threequarters); Battishill, Gullick (halves); Foot,
Padwick, Bennett, Dussek, Limbery i., Krause, Jenkinson,
Buck (forwards).

--:0:--

TWO COCK.

Played on March 9th, on the 'Lower.' The ground was
heavy, and a light rain before and during the game made the
ball slippery. The House winning the toss chose to play
towards the National Schools. There was little wind, but the
state of the ball confined the game chiefly to the forwards, and
gave the outsides small opportunities. The forwards on both
sides played very well and were exceedingly well-matched,
though the House pack was gi ving a good deal in weight.
These last did not seem to realize the advantage under the
conditions of kicking hard and following up. Of the three
quarters, the School line was undoubtedly superior in attack
and smothered the attempts of their opponents. This superiority
should have resulted in a larger score and perhaps would have
done so, but for the difficulty of holding' the ball. The House
threequarters were excellent at defence and their halves deserve
all praise. The game was very well contested and at no' time
could it be said that the House was a beaten side.

Wildman ii. kicked off for the School and Tozer returned,
finding touch at half way. Grovels followed in which the
House more than held their own, taking the game into the
School' 25.' Though Cooper relieved, Cronshaw was able to get
his threequarters going and first Foley and then Sweet looked
dangerous. A kick from Cooper again relieved, but Foley found
touch, and grovels near the line ensued. Wildman i. now
relieved, but following up was given offside, and a kick awarded
to the House. In the rush following on the kick the School had
to save. Bramall's drop out was neatly gathered by Simmons,
but though he made ground by a good run Wildman i.
dribbled back to half way. Read now almost succeeded in
intercepting a pass, and a loose rush on the part of the School
forwards followed. The ball was passed out to Read who
transferred the game to the House '25,' Some fine defensive
work was now done by the House halves, but again the School
line got going and Blackburne was well collared on the line.
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Grovels ensued and a free kick was awarded the House for
offside. Little was gained however as the School forwards
brought off a good wheel and the ball was passed out to
Blackburne who again almost scored, the ball going dead.
Grovels on the line followed and a free kick brought the game
close under the posts where the Two Cock pack heeled out and
Blackburne scored. The kick failed (3-0). The House forwards
now made a magnificent effort and aided by a fine screw kick
from Simmons, they, conspicuously Barnes, Homfray and
Trueman, together with Cronshaw, attacked School territory.
The ball was passed out to Sweet from a line out and he dashed
over. The kick failed (3-3). The drop out was returned by
Barnes, but the School pack headed by Holmes and Drewe
relieved with a fine rush, pluckily stopped by Cronshaw. In the
ensuing grovels the House more frequently gained possession
and a run by Woods made ground. Cronshaw made a fine
opening by some clever feints, but Wildman ii. got the ball
and kicked back to half way. Nothing more was scored till
half time.

On resuming play, the School began to demonstrate its
superiority in the scrum, heflling, wheeling and rushing well.
Tozer made tOllch in the School' 25,' but the grovel relieved.
Play at half way followed, including a good run by Foley and
Plant, and a free kick from Kidner, but in spite of the plucky
defence of the House backs, the Two Cock grovel now brought
the game right on to their opponents' line. The position was
now most exciting. The School usually succeeded in getting
the ball, but the House halves and forwards swamped all
attempts to open up the game, till after several line outs in
which Tozer and Barnes were conspicuous and gave some relief,
the forwards by a fine whed, Cronsha,v dribbling well, rushed
the game to half way. From here a kick from Cooper resulted
in Forrest's having to save. Tozer kicked out and charged down
Cooper's kick; \Voods got away, but a grovel ensued and after
a kick from Forrest, Kidner found touch in the House '25.'
Walker led a rush which ended in grovels in the House line,
but their forwards managed again to rush the game to the' 25.'
Here a. free kick was given against them for picking up in the
scrum. Blackburne dropped a goal with a fine kick (6-3).
After the kick out play in mid-field followed, but the School
forwards again worked down and Cooper passed out to \Vebb,
who scored after a good run. The kick failed (9-3). The game
was now mainly in the House '25,' whither Smith promptly
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returned the drop out. A kick by Simmons and dribble by
Tozer relieved, followed by a further effort on the part of the
House forwards, in which Barnes, Tozer and Trueman especially
shewed up. The School however were again attacking after a
dribble by Staley and Drewe, and a kick by Kidner. Sweet
relieved by a dribble, but the School grovel by sheer weight
returned to the attack. Soon after Wildman ii. got the ball and
scored (12-3). Further play at half way followed in which
Smith shewed up in the line outs, and Bramall and Cooper put
in some good kicks, but no further score resulted till time was
called.

Teams :-
Two-Cock Houses (Wildman's and Killg's)-Kidner (back); C.

Blackburne, Sawyer, \Vebb, Read (three-quarters); E. H.
Bramall, Cooper (halves) ; T. B. \Vildman, (capt.), D. F. Smith,
A. Wildman, Coates, Walker, Staley, Holmes, Drewe
(forwards).

School HOllse-Forrest i. (back); Foley, vVoods, Plant,
Sweet (three-quarter); Cronshaw, Symonds (halves); S. F.
Barnes, J. C. Tozer, King, Trueman, Homfray, Lee-Warner,
Hooper i., Hooper ii. (forwards).

--:0:--

SENIOR.

FIRST ROUND.

KING'S v. WILDMAN'S.

Played on the' Lower' on Saturday, February 23rd: Carey
won the toss and elected to play with his back to the sun.
vVildman ma. kicked off and \Vildman's at once set up a strong
attack. King's forwards, who took a long time to settle down,
attempted time-and-again to rush the ball to Wildman's '25,'
but good kicking by Dow and Cooper and fine foot-\\:ork by
\Vildman's forwards continually relieved the pressure. King's
were twice compelled to touch down as the result of rushes by
Wildman's forwards led by \Vildman i. and Smith v. At
length just before half-time King's transferred the play to
\Vildman's '25' and their forwards heeling smartly enabled
Carey to score a clever try near the posts, Bull convening (5-0).
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In the second half the weight of King's forwards began to
tell and as they were now heeling much better it was not long
before some good passing enabled Read to race over near the
flag. The kick failed (8-0). King's continued to attack and
from a forward rush Shaw scored far out, the kick again
failing (n-o). The p,essure was maintained but good kicking
by Dow and splendid footwork by Wildman's forwards relieved
till at length the ball going out to Read enabled the latter to
score far ant. The kick failed (14-0). From the drop out play
settled in neutral territory but some good passing by King's
enabled Bramall to cross, only however to knock on. But just
on time a good rush by King's enabled Shaw to cross near the
posts. The kick failed, the ball hitting one of the uprights
(17.0) and when' no side' was called play was in mid field.
King's, 1 goal, 4- tnes (17 points); vVildman's, nil.

Teams :-
King's-W. R. Bull (back); Lott, Webb, E. H. Bramall,

Read (threequarters); C. O'D. Carey (captain), Birch (halves) ;
W. E. Shaw, S. C. Bennett, J. U. Smith, Coates, \Valker,
Hampton i., Bell, Parry-Jones (forwards).

Wildman's-Kidner (back); Symes ii., Hopkins, Henley,
Villar (threequarters); \V. J. Dow (captain), Cooper (halves) ;
A. L. Symes, T. B. Wildman, D. F. Smith, A. Wildman,
F. C. Staley, Holmes, Drewe, Gibson (forwards).

--:0:--

BELL'S v. DUNKIN'S.

This match was played on the 'Third' on Monday,
February 18th, and after a very fast though rather uninteresting
game resulted in a win for Eell's by 31 points to 13. Dunkin's
scored first by Pennefather and Master converted, Bell's
immediately retaliating with a penalty goal by May. Directly
after this May scored a try for Bell's which was not converted.
Terry i. and Popham also scored for Bell's before half time, and
at the interval the score was Bell's 12, Dunkin's 5. Directly
after the restart Popham scored for Bell's, but the kick failed.
Dunkin's pressed hard after this and scored twice in quick
succession through Pennefather, Master converting one of the
tries. For some time the game continued with only two points
difference in the scores. Towards the end however, Bell's scored
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in quick succession by Terry i., Popham (2) and Battishill, and
with Bennett converting two of these, the final score read, Bell's
3 goals (one penalty) and 6 tries, Dunkin's 2 goals and I try.

Teams ;--
Dunkin's-Gibbs (back); Smith, Master, Pennefather,

Sulivan (threequarters); Warner, Henri (halves); Strangman,
Trevor, Waiters, Tayler, Tullis, Bartlett, Emson, Tuke
(forwards).

Bell's-Smith iv. (back); Limbery ii., Limbery i., Popham,
de Steiger (threequarters); Battishill, Terry ii. (halves); H. G.
May, J. E. Terry, Foot, Bennett, Padwick, Krause, Dussek,
Buck (forwards).

--:0:--

SECOND ROUND.

DUNKIN'S v. WILDMAN'S.

This match was played on the 'Lower' on Saturday,
March 2nd, and resulted in a win for \Vildman's by 31-3.
Dunkin's kicked off with the sun and wind in their favour. A
good return by Kidner brought play to midfield. \Vildman's
forwards by means of good footwork carried the ball on to their
opponents' line, where from a scrum Dow feinted through and
opened the scoring. The kick was successful. From the kick
off, Dunkin's were again pressed back into their' 25,' and Gibbs
failing to reach touch, kicked to Symes who rall over and scored
for \Vildman's, between the posts. Dow added the extra points
(10-0). On resuming, Wild man's were driven back into their
, 25,' but a good wheel by their forwards carried the ball to half
way. A short dribble by Symes brought play into Dunkin's
'25,' where Dow picked up in the loose and forced his way over
the line (13-0). Play still remained in Dunkin's '25,' and two
more tries were added by Dow in quick succession (19-0). After
this reverse, Dunkin's went to the attack with renewed vigour
and carried the ball into their opponents' territory, where from
a good heel, their threequarter line got going and after some
clever passing Smith ran in and scored far out for Dunkin's.
The kick failed (19-3). Half time followed.
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On resuming play, \Vildman's once more beset their
opponents' line until Sawyer picked up in the loose and crossed
the line for Wildman's. Dow's kick failed to improve. From
the drop out, Dunkin's kept their opponents for some time on
the defensive, until Dow making a good opening, passed to
Hopkins, who by clever dodging threw off all opposition and
scored far out for Wildman's (25-3)' Master dropped out, but
Dow with a long kick found touch in Dunkin's '25.' Smith v.
gaining possession at the line out was collared on the line and
in the grovel which followed a good heel by Wildman's forwards
sent Dow over between the posts. The kick failed (28-3)' The
drop out brought some relief to Dunkin's and play remained on
the' 25' line. A series of tight scrimmages ensued in which
Strangman was always to the front. A smart 'game' by
\Vildman's put Dow in possession, who broke through the
opposing backs and gained the last try (31-3). After this, play
remained in neutral territory for some time until a long dribble
by Trevor took the ball into \Vildman's ' 25,' where it remained
until the whistle blew for time, leaving \Vildman's victorious by
(3 r -3)·

Teams :-
D1t1zkin's-Gibbs (back); Smith i., Pennefather, Master,

Sulivan (threequarters); Henri, \Varner (halves); Strangman,
Trevor, Tullis, \Valters, Tayler, Bartleet, Tuke, Emson
(forwards).

Wildmall's-Kidner (back); Hopkins, Sawyer, Henley,
Ledesma ii. (threequarters); Dow, Villar (halves); Symes,
\Vildman i., Smith, \Vildman ii., Staley, Holmes, Drewe,
Gibson (forwards).

--:0:--

BELL'S v. KING'S.

This match was played on the' Lower' on March 4th, in
glorious weather. Bell's won the toss and Shaw kicked offfrom
the National School end. Bell's were at once on the attack and
rushed the ball back to King's' 25,' led by May and Terry i.
The rush was well saved by Bull. Soon after this there was an
excellent bout of passing amongst King's outsides and ended in
Read scoring, after a fine run. Bull converted (5-0). From the
kick off, the ball was taken into King's' 25,' but was soon
brought back by King's forwards, led by Shaw, Bennett and
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Smith, and ended in Carey i. crossing the line. The kick failed
(8-0). From the drop out May,following up, made an excellent
dribble, but \Vebb gaining possession of the ball, scored far out.
The kick failed (II -0). At this point Bell's temporarily collapsed
and tries were added in quick succession by Smith, Carey i., and
Bramall, two of which were converted. Half time the score
read (24-0). .

In the second half Bell's were two men short in the
forwards, and tries were added in quick succession by Carey i.
(4), Read, Birch and Bramall, three of which were converted.
\Vhen time was called, King's were left victorious by 6 goals,
7 tries (51-0 ).

For the losers, May, Terry ii., Battishill and Barker, were
the most prominent.

For the winners, Shaw, Bennett, Smith, Bramall and Read,
were the most prominent.

Teams:-
King's-\V. R. Bull (back); Lott, Webb, E. H. Bramall,

Read (threequarters); C. O'D. Carey (captain), Birch (halves);
\V. E. Shaw, S. C. Bennett, J. U. Smith, Coates, \Valker,
Hamptou i" Carey ii., Parry-Jones (forwards).

Bell's-Wynne (back); de Steiger, H. A. Popham,
Limbery i., Limbery ii. (threequarter~); H. C. Terry,
Battishill, Gullick (halves); H. G. May (captain), J. E. Terry,
Foot, Barker, Padwick, Bennett, Dussek (forwards).

--:0:--

THE THREE COCK

The Three Cock was played on the Lower ground, on
Thursday, March 14th. A strong wind was blowing from the
N.\V., giving a slight advantage to those playing toward the
National Schools. The Three Cock side easily shewed the
superiority in the first half, when playing under this disadvan
tage such as it was, and the result of the match was quickly a
foregone conclusion.

Hempson kicked off with the wind, but the School forwards
worked the game to half-way, whence the three-quarters got
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going and after somewild passing-for the School three-quarters
took some time to get into combination-Dow attempted without
success to drop a goal. After play at half-way following the
drop-out Hopkins received the ball from a line-out and was well
collared by Burgess in the House twenty-five. Pressure was
relieved by a fine kick by D. G. Smith and a forward rush led
by Crichton, which Terry succeeded in stopping and reached
touch at half-way. Another School attack was ruined by bad
passing, but play was now in the House twenty-five and Dow
managed to run over and score a try; this was not converted
(3-0). D. G. Smith found touch at half-way and the House
forwards attacked School territory, but a fine kick by Dow,
followed up by the forwards, relieved, and, the School getting on
the attack, Bramall made an opening which resulted in Read's
scoring (6-0). Grovels followed the drop-out, and, in spite of
good kicking by Sanctuary, the game returned to the School
House twenty-five. The forwards however once more rushed it
to half-way, but here Read got the ball, and, after a very fine
run, scored far out (9-0). Smith's kick was gathered by Bramall,
who kicked across. Grovels ensued, followed by a run by
Hopkins, who almost scored, but was well collared into touch,
Shaw getting over from the line-out (12-0). After the drop-out
and scrimmages at half-way, Dow and Shaw were conspicuous
in the open; but Hempson stopped this rush. The School was
penalized and the kick brought the game into dangerous
proximity to their line, but Bull relieved, returning the ball to
School House territory, where Read was well collared just in
time by Plant. A forward rush and a kick by Sanctuary relieved,
but Dow was continually able to get his three-quarters moving,
and, after some passing between the forwards (Bennett and May),
the School was again on the atack. The School three-quarter
line had by now settled down to their work, and some neat
passing resulted in a try by Read, between the posts (IS-a).
Nat long aftewards, after an exchange of kicks by Sanctuary
aud Bull and a fine dribble by Dow, a forward rush resulted in
J. U. Smith scoring (18-0). After the drop-out Bennett was
conspicuous in the open, but a free kick ,,"as awarded the House,
followed by a fine rush by D. G. Smith and the House three
quarters. Terry relieved, but the House continued to press till
Dow returned game to half-way, whence Carey made a grand run,
and, though collared, almost succeeded in scoring. A kick
relieved, and after grovels at half-way came the prettiest piece
of play in the whole game. Carey was responsible for a
magnificent opening; his pass was well taken by Dow, and very
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neat combination among the three-quarters resulted in Read's
scoring. The kick failed (21-0) Half-time was then called.

\Vith the wind in favour of the School, the game was of a
very one-sided nature and depressing for partisans of the School
House. On resuming, play at half-way followed, and a certain
wildness of passing was again noticeable among the School
three-quarters. Sweet and Cronshaw were conspicuous in
defence, but Read again increased the score and Dow converted
(26-0). After the kick J. U. Smith ran in to House territory,
but Crichton and Hempson relieved with a dribble; a long run
by Read resulted in the ball going dead. Grovels on the House
line ensuing, Tozer and Barnes relieved by dribbling, but a rush
headed by Shaw obliged the House to save. The drop-out was
returned by Bramall, and the game settled in the House' 25.'
Bennett was well collared by Sanctuary near the line, but the
School soon succeeded in scoring through Hopkins (29-0).
After play at half-way the School forwards pressed, and a rush
by May, Shaw and Bennett, forced Burgess to save. After the
kick-out May brought the game back to the line, and though
Burgess relieved with a good kick Read again got over, Terry
converting (34-0). The School pressed their advantage to the
full, and Burgess had again to touch down before \Vildman ma.
led a rush, which gave Carey the opportunity to make an opening
for Hopkins, who scored. The kick failed (37-0). Terry scored
soon after (40-0) and before time was called Hopkins once more
crossed the line and DolV converting made the final score (45-0),
a large total, but little less could be expected by the School
House when playing against the halves of last term's victorious
XV. and five of their forwards.

Teams:

School House-Burgess (back); Symonds, D. G. Smith,
Plant, Sweet (threequarters); C. T. Sanctuary, Cronshaw
(halves); E. C. Crichton (captain), W. G. A. \Valter, G. O.
Hempson, S. F. Barnes, J. C. Tozer, Homfray, King, Trueman
(forwards).

Three Cock (King's, Wild11lan's, Belt's)-\V. R. Bull (back);
J. G. Hopkins, H. C. Terry, E. H. Bramall, Read (threequarters);
C. O'D. Carey (captain), W. J. Dow (halves); T. B. Wildman,
D. F. Smith, Webb, J. U. Smith. A. L. Symes, W. E. Shaw,
H. G. May, S. C. Bennett (forwards).
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KICKING COMPETITION.

57

This took place on Friday, March 8th, in a very strong
wind, which prevented the kicking from being in very good
form. All houses competed, and the competition resulted in a
win for Bell's, closely followed by Wildman's, Dunkin's, King's
and School House (L-Z) respectively.

THE FUOTBALL SEASON, 191'6-7.

The football season, which has just come to an end, leaves
behind it a sense of pleasure and pride. The School XV was
undefeated, the Houses have settled the question of supremacy
-however keen and grim the struggle-in the most friendly and
sportsmanlike spirit, and the prospects for the future are bright
and encouraging.

Although much has been spoken and something written in
praise of this year's great and invincible XV, one last tribute
must be paid to the side which has achieved such striking
success. Among their eleven victories, the defeat of Tonbridge
(15-6) on their own ground must take precedence, although the
standard of play probably reached its culminating point in the
match with Clifton Club (rr-3). Other good performances were
the defeats of St. Paul's (41-5), Merton College (42-5), and the
Old Shirburnians (19-14).

The strength of the side lay mainly in the forwards and
halves. The former, true to the School's traditions, rose to
the high level set by forwards of late years, and beat substanti
ally all opposing scrimmages. They possessed all that is
requisite for a great pack-pace, strength, skill and endurance,
and, in May, a fine leader. Behind such an eight the lot of
halves is a happy one, and both Carey and Dow knew how to
take advantage of their blessings. Strong both in attack and
defence, and with a perfect understanding, they set an example
of sound and brilliant play, which junior halves in the School
have not been slow to imitate.
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Final
Junior

Much of the improvement in outside play is due to the
invaluable advice of Mr. S. H. Lockyer, who, with an up-ta-date
knowledge of all the finesse of the Welsh game, most kindly
assisted on several occasions in coaching the halves and three
quarters, and to whom we are all exceedingly grateful. Both
the halves are to be congratulated on having played for
Somerset County.

But, beyond all else, this year has bequeathed to those that
follow the rich inheritance of a splendid spirit of unanimity.
Loyal, indomitable, unselfish and modest withal, each member
of the XV played not for himself, not for his House, but for the
School. To such a side nothing was impossible.

The results of the House Matches were as follows :--
Thirds King's beat Bell's (6-0)

Wildman's beat Dunkin's (41-0)
King's beat Wildman's (15-3).
School House beat King's and Wildman's (23-0)
Wildman's beat King's (6-0)
Bell's drew Dunkin's (3-3)
Bell's beat Dunkin's (12-II)
Wildman's beat Bell's (6 3)
[King's beat Bell's (24-10)]

Two Cock Match Wildman's and King's beat School House (12-3)

Senior King's beat Wildman's (17-0)
Bell's beat Dunkin's (31-13)
King's beat Bell's (51-0)
[Wildman's beat Dunkin's (32-3)]

Three Cock Match King's, \Vildman's, Bell's beat School House
(45- 0 ).

The general impressions left by the House Matches were
that House Captains had been as zealous as ever in training
and coaching their sides, that the forward play was in the main
considerably inferior to the back play, and there is a good
number of promising players of various ages in the School.
The cause of this partial failure in forward play was probably
due to the lack of practice games. House Captains can teach
their forwards how to pack and various other intricacies of
the scrimmage-but the art of footwork is learned alone by hard
and vigorous games. Let this honest forward play once dis
appear, and farewell to successful school football.
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Yet there were in the course of the House Matches two
brilliant exceptions to this weakness in the front rank, the
School House' Thirds' XV, and \Vildman's Junior XV. And
it is appropriate that both these sides won the Cups for their
Houses. Disdaining to heel indiscriminately, these forwards
poured along in an irresistible wave, and bore down all
opposition.

The' Thirds' Competition produced good matches between
King's, Bell's and Wildman's, but in the final the School House,
playing with magnificent dash forward and well supported
behind, won very easily. Of a promising lot of young players
Trueman (forward) and Forrest (full back) stand out
conspicuously.

A splendid struggle for pride of place in the Junior took
place between the four Outhouses, between whom there was
practically nothing to choose. \Vith the exception of
\Vildman's, who excelled only in forward play, all these Houses
gave an exhibition of really fine outside play, and better and
closer matches-especially the two between Bell's and Dunkin's
-have never been witnessed. The latter encounters deserve a
more detailed account. Meeting for the first time these Houses
drew (3-3) after a tremendous struggle. In the replayed match
the whistle again sounded' time' without any conclusion being
arrived at (6-6). Arranging to play five minutes extra each
way, Dunkin's at once scored a goal and all seemed over, but
with astonishing pertinacity Bell's scored first one try and then,
on the verge of time, another (12-II), and thus ended a match
which players and spectators alike will long remember. These
hard matches within a very few days left their mark naturally
on Bell's, and they fell first before \Vildman's, whose relentless
forwards gave them no chance of using their superior backs,
and then before King's, who challenged for second place. In
the Two Cock, the School House, though playing pluckily,
were overmatched, and after the first few minutes the issue was
never in doubt. Of the forwards Smith v, Barnes, Trevor, and
of the outsides Terry ii, Bramall, Plant and Read were possibly
the most conspicuous.

The Senior Matches need little description. King's were
easily the strongest House, and contributed no fewer than eight
players to a very strong and well-balanced Three Cock XV,
which, with eight 'firsts,' had little difficulty in beating the
School House, though the latter, inspired by their Captain's
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enthusiasm, made at first a gallant resistance. Thus the Senior
Cup-for whose possession what chivalrous and well-fought
fights three decades and a half of years have witnessed !-was
won by King's House for the third time in succession.

SCHOOL NEWS.

The Captain of Games desires to express his sincere thanks
to all Masters who have kindly fulfilled the duties ofreferees and
touch-judges.

The Treasurer of the School Games' Fund acknowledges
with many thanks the following subscriptions:-

£ s. d.
J. B. Carrington, Esq. 25 0 0

(To be devoted to the improvement of
School Cricket).

F. J. B. Wingfield Digby, Esq. 5 0 0

The following have been presented with their 2nd XV.
colours:-

H. C. Terry
H. W. Strangman
G. C. H. Futcher
S. F. Barnes
T. B. Wildman
J. C. Tozer
A. G. E. Onslow
D. F. Smith
E. H. Bramall
C. P. Trevor.

O.S. NEWS.

CLERICAL.

The Rev. N. W. J. Mant, Vicar of Hendon, N.W., to be
Rector of Cossington, Leicester.
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GENERAL.

The Home Office has appointed Mr. George E. Northey to
the Governorship of His Majesty's Prison, at Manchester.

Mr. David Hope Kid, who has twice unsuccessfully
contested \Vhitechapel in the Unionist interest, was on March
23rd presented with his portraIt as a token of appreciation of
his efforts. The portrait was painted by Mr. Alfred Sangster,
and the presentation was made by Mr. James Greenlees, on
behalf of the subscribers.

UNIVERSITY.

H. R. Dean (New College, Oxford) and A. Wyatt-Smith
(Exeter College, Oxford) have taken their M.A. degree.

R. M. Pattison Muir (Caius College) has been elected
Secretary of the Cambridge Union.

R. W. Jesson (Merton College, Oxford) has his College
Football Colours.

NAVY.

Surgeon Bryan Pick and Lieut. S. C. Douglas to H.M.S.
, Queen,' flagship, Mediterranean Squadron.

LITERARY.

John Murray has recently published a new revised and
enlarged edition of 'Don Juan,' with illustrations. Edited by
Ernest Hartley Coleridge, ~LA., HON. F.R.S.L. (6/-).

'The Broken Law,' by J. B Harris-Burland, has been
recently published by E. Grant Richards. (6/-).

Greening & Co. (Ltd.), have recently published' The Gold
Worshippers,' by J. B. Harris-Burland.

, The Old Cornish Drama, with IIlustrations from Ancient
Cornish Sacred Poems and Miracle Plays of Other Lands.' A
Lecture, by Thurston C. Peter. Elliot Stock. (2/6 net.)

Canon \V. J. Knox Little has written a book entitled' The
Conflict of Ideals in the Church of England,' published by Sir
Isaac Pitman & Sons. New edition with Photogravure Portrait.
(6/- net). .
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On February Ilth, in London, Frank Arthur

Nlorgall, aged 62, Commissioner in the Imperial
Chinese Customs, son of the late Charles Morgall,
Esquire, of Caeforgan, Swansea, and Sherborne,
Dorset. F. 1887.

SIR BROOK KAY died on March 18th, at
his residence at Battledown, Cheltenham, on
Saturday, in the 87th year of his age. He
was the son of Sir Brook Kay, third baronet,
by his first wife, and was born in August,
1820. In early life he served for sometime
in the East India Company's Army, retiring
as a Captain in the Bombay Native Infantry.
Sir Brook, who succeeded his father in the title
in 1866, had been resident at Cheltenham for
many years. In 1853, he married Eliza, dau~hter
of Mr. John Percival Willmot of \Vestbury,
Sherborne. In default of issue the baronetcy
passes to his half-brother, Lieut. Col. William

Algernoll Hay, who was born in May, 1837. He
married in 1869, Emily, daughter of the late Mr.
Thomas James Ireland, of Ousden Hall, Suffolk.

\Villiam AIgernon Hay was at Sherborne.
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CAMBRIDGE LETTER.

Lent Term, 1907.
Dear Mr. Editor,

As some time has elapsed smce you were last able to
include a Cambridge Letter in your columns, I have been
asked to endeavour to supply the deficiency: my news-as is
always the case in a 'Varsity letter-must be somewhat
scattered, but I trust you will excuse it and take it for what it
is worth.

vVe must heartily congratulate H. M. Goldsmith on
maintaining his place in the 'Varsity Boat; and here may I
state that the Yeo has sent some very worthy representatives
to join the hard working community of a.s. on the banks of
the Cam; E. S. Hornidge rowed in Trinity Hall I, while
Douglas Bennett stroked their third boat; J. W. Pigeon stroked
Christ's II with some success and E. C. Douglas was again
instrumental in Queens' I, making four bumps; A. M.
Greathead rowed in Clare 'Rugger' Boat and C. Barclay in
Downing 1I, which unfortunately did not' get on:

R. M. Pattison Muir-this is no longer athletic news-has
continued to speak with success at the Union.

At Sidney E. \V. H. Stewart and C. H. Cole are reading
hard for their' l\Iays,' which appear to them perilously near;
and at the same college Reginald Mayes has gallantly
maintained the high standard of Sherborne energy at Hockey
by proving himself a most efficient 'touch judge' for Sidney
Hockey XI!

Space and my pen fail me, in recounting the deeds of other
eminent a.s., who will console themselves for not appearing in
these pages with the reflection that they are rendered the more
conspicuous by their absence.

Heartiest congratulations to J. R. WaIters on his
scholarship.

Yours truly

CANTAB.
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The following lines commemorating the bravery of Martin
Sperling, who rescued the survivors on the' Berlin,' appeared in
Westminster Gazette of 27th of February:

MARTIN SPERLING

\Vith a thousand deaths behind him cast,
And a thousand yet to brave,
In the dark of dawn, in the biting blast,
He clung to the slippery hulk at last,
He slid with the sliding wave.
He clung, he clambered, he fought his way
Through the numbing snow and the blinding spray,
Till he came-he came to the living three
Dying amid the dead.
Ah! but they moaned to him, " Let us bide! "
"Nay! "-for the Christ within him cried-
" You come with me,
Or I die with you."
Thus he strove with the living few,
Till they wearily lifted each heavy head
And came as the hero bid.
Let the earth ring of it !
Let the sea sing of it !
That was what Martin Sperling said,
And that was the thing he did.

JAMES RHOADES.

THE SOPHISTS.

DEBATE.

On March 2nd, a Debate was held in the School House
Reading Room. The motion was that' This House views with
approval the scheme for constructing a Channel Tunnel.'
E. Bramall proposed it, and was seconded by E. W. Benison,
whilst C. King led the opposition and was supported by C. Tozer.
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In opening the Debate, E. Bramall dwelt on the many and
varying views as to the state of our National security. He
urged that whatever danger might exist in our present condition
would in no wise be increased by the building of a Channel
Tunnel; for electrical machines would be used to give warning
of any attempt at invasion. A large army, he added, would not
be necessary, nor would the need be extended for conscription
(which, however, the speaker viewed with distinct approval).
Further he held that trade would be undiminished, whilst all
delays caused by transhipment would be removed, and more
than that the entente cordiale would have renewed influence and
fresh strength. In closing he remarked on the horrors of
such accidents as that of the' Berlin,' and noted that wrecks
would cease to occur so far as the Channel Passage was
concerned. The matter of our insularity and the sentiment on
the question were not to be produced as causes for not having a
means to further our relationship with foreign lands, and, he
concluded, , It is not always advisable to let well alone.'

C. KING, for the opposition, attempted to urge on us the
extreme military danger; moreover he thought that a sum
of not less than £20,000,000 so spent was money wasted. He
admitted that the only possible good contingency would be the
increase of our army. He spoke of our trade and the need for
protection, and asked what good people did their country if they
were afraid of sea-sickness, supposing that this were put forward
as a plea for the construction of a tunnel, in which the danger
and horrors of being drowned were enormous. Insularity, he
remarked, maintains an independence of spirit, moreover the
money spent would go towards inviting aliens to the country.
He concluded by remarking that the only gain obtained would
go to a private company: and that the whole scheme was more
than likely a device of the government to hide some questionable
game with the Colonies! ! ! !

E. W. BENISON remarked that there were no reasons why
our trade should not be increased and that in the matter of
perishable goods the tunnel would be a certain advantage. If,
as others had urged, England would get more foreign goods,
the Continent had an equal chance of getting more British
productions. The trade advantages of this country would not
be impaired by the presence of a tunnel, nor would the so-called
benefit of our insularity be affected. People had been known to
say that we were afraid to build a tunnel, because of the imagin.
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ary danger attached thereto. This, at least, was not a worthy
argument to put forward against a scheme obviously intended to
maintain and further our friendly relationship with France and
the Continent.

C. TOZER stated that most of the military authorities opposed
the scheme. The construction would take twenty years. Cheap
goods would pour into the country, and we should not be able to
export ours, so that our manufactories would' go smash' and
the streets would be flooded with more unemployed. What
should we do if it were necessary at any time to blow up the
tunnel? The waste of money would be tremendous. Englishmen
do not mind sea-sickness, and insularity means independence.
He concluded by remarking that a Channel Ferry would be far
more to the point, for it was infinitely preferable to have an
accident in the open.

F. B. PELLY said that sufficient men could not get across in
time to make an inv:!.sion practical. Surely a gun could keep a
train back! Moreover there would be means of cutting off the
supply of electricity, and perhaps gas could be used to make
the tunnel unpleasant for invaders. The journey to the conti
nent would be greatly facilitated, and low and undesirable aliens
could not afford to pay the fare.

G. C. SWEET said that the Tunnel was not likely to fall in,
as Mr. King had remarked, was possible. The Aliens' Act
could keep out the' Undesirables' by land as much as it does
now by sea. As to cheap goods those who wanted them could
buy them, but a class would still remain who would have the
best they could get. The construction of a Tunnel would give
employment to many men.

F. KroNER dwelt on the importance of taking into greater
consideration the most pressing question as to how trade would
be affected by the Tunnel. He mentioned the possible results
of the Hague Conference, and stated that the greatest living
military authorities were bitterly opposed to the idea on most
patriotic grounds. He closed by requesting other speakers to
mention the matter of trade, and asked the meeting to give it
fairer consideration than they had in the past.

The VICE-PRESIDENT (the Rev. W. J. Bensly) stated it
was his firm belief and conviction that military danger was
impossible from a hole 20 feet in diameter, taking into account
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the fact that there were 40,000,000 people in the country to
defend it. He confidently affirmed that trade would be improved,
and stated that fifty years hence those of us who now oppose
the scheme and who then shall be alive, will repent with the
utmost bitterness the fact that they were ever so foolish as to
venture to utter a word against the construction of what will
most assuredly have proved an inestimable boon.

G. M. SMITH remarked that although sea sickness was some
what unpleasant, yet he was sure a long journey through a
tunnel would be far more so, and moreover the ventilation would
have to be very good, for otherwise the amount of time spent
in travelling underground would prove as unhealthy as it was
unpleasant.

F. C. STALEY stated that France was not the only power
we had to fear on the other side of the tunnel, and that as the
passage would only take about forty minutes the danger of a
surprise attack was very considerable~ He alluded to the
disagreeableness of a breakdown in the tunnel.

C. P. TREvoR said that the difference in gauge between
the French and English Railways would prove a serious
obstacle to quick travelling, if it would be necessary to change
on the other side of the tunnel. As to the military side of the
question it would cause our army to wake up. He mentioned
the difficulty of customs, and the possibility of smuggling, and
the introduction of foreign arms and ammunition into this
country. The speaker stated if it came to a matter of perishing
in the tunnel or being drowned, he preferred to be drowned in
the open air rather than at the bottom of the sea!! (a termino
logical inexactitude, no doubt produced by the gravity of the
matter in hand!) France, he added in conclusion, could use the
tunnel in case of war with another power.

E. L. BRINE passed several remarks as to the effect, good
or bad, that a Channel Tunnel would have on our patriotism
and morals.

A. H. WILDMAN thought that a tunnel would prove useful
in case French Mayors should desire to visit England for the
purpose of a banquet or other festivities, and do so without
suffering from sea sickness. It would be no use in time of war
for purposes of invasion for the danger would be too great for
the attacking party. It could also easily be destroyed, and
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again just as we could help our allies on the Continent by
means of it, so could they help us.

THE PRESIDENT (H. P. Thompson, Esq.) was convinced
that the Channel Tunnel could never pay. In Italy all the trade
and traffic has to be sent by land, hence there the tunnels pay;
but it is impossible to conceive that they would be anything like
so remunerative between two countries which are connected
by sea, and are thus possessed of far cheaper communication.
He had heard it said that £2,000 clear profit per day would be
needed to make it a paying concern. He expressed a wonder as
to whether or no a sufficient number of passengers would go to
and fro, and a large enough quantity of coals and cabbages be
transmitted, to yield so large a return. Ferry boats, he con
tinued, would be more suited to goods traffic and turbines for
passengers, than a Channel Tunnel, for who knows, he asked,
whether by the time it was completed transit by flying
would not be the order of the day.

E. B. FARRER said that it would be a pity to destroy the
maritime spirit of England. The passage by a quick turbine
only occupied a matter of some 45 or 50 minutes. Any defects
in the system of supplying electricity and fresh air would cause
enormous inconvenience to passengers.

T. F. MERRIMAN told us that every age has its' bogey,' and
so not only now but also about twenty-five years age the 'bogey'
of the time was the Channel Tunnel. He alluded to a clever
pamphlet written at the time of the last' scare,' describing an
imaginary attack by the Germans. \Vhen the Suez Canal was
built people said France would use it to take India, but she
didn't. The engineers, he continued, were always victorious.
The Simplon Tunnel had neither destroyed Switzerland nor
failed to be a paying concern. As a result of the tunnel, he
thought that the South-Eastern and Chatham line might be
more punctual owing to there being no delays on account of the
boats being late. He concluded hy pointing out the good results
of intercourse with foreign countries.

After some other members had made various observations,
the motion was hereupon put to the vote, with the result that
the House declared in favour of building the tunnel by 18 votes
to IS. The attendance was very fair, but very few of those who
spoke seemed to realise the importance of the subject, or to have
taken much pains in preparing their speeches. The result, we
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think, was due not so much to the eloquence of the members of
the proposition as to the ignorance of the voters, and we could
wish that those of the Society who intend to state their views,
whether on this subject or any other in future debates, would
take more care in preparing their remarks, and that those who
vote would do ,,0, having weighed the question with greater
trouble; but, despite these details, we must own that the Debate
was good, and the victory for the Proposition unexpected.

SOCRATES ON SUFFRAGETTES.

Glaucon came lip to me one morning with a thoughtful
look on his face, and said 'Socrates, do you agree with the
Female Suffrage? '

Now as it is my mission in life to show other people that
they are always wrong, I wait for them to commit themselves first,
and then I pounce upon their conclusions. So I hedged for the
present, and replied: 'Your question involves an inquiry into
the nature of Suffrage-and Females.'

'Oh, as to that' said Glaucon, 'I think it would tend to
distract women from their true interests, their real purpose in
life'-

'Yes' I said, 'and no doubt you were going on to say that
"the home is their legitimate sphere." Oh! Glaucon, anyone could
see that you have been reading the Daily Female.'

Glaucon looked rather ashamed, as I intended. I adopted a
superior tone. ' Try and explain yourself, my good fellow, and
don't repeat the newspaper like a parrot.'

, Women wiII forget the art of making the home comfort
able,' said he.

'Very nice. And what is the art of making the home
comfortable? '

, Oh well, I suppose good temper is the most important
thing:

'Temper is not an art,' I corrected him.
, Ars IOllga-' said he
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, Temper brevis' I continued' That alone shows they aren't
the same.' (1 like to make the best of the little Latin I do know.)

'Once more then, what is the art of making the home
comfortable? '

, I don't know' he admitted.
, Then I must help you' I said condescendingly. ' What

person apart from the wife with her temper can make the
household most tlllcomfortable ? '

, Oh ! that's easy enough' said he. 'The cook of course.
vVhen the beef comes up like leather, with peas like marbles,
and rice pudding to follow, like Stickphast, and what with
crambe repetita'-

• Yes, yes; the cook, as you were saying' I hastily·
interposed. 'So if any art can be said to lie at the basis of home
comforts, it is the culinary art? '

, In England at any rate,' said Glaucon.
, Do you see what I am driving at ? ' I asked
, No, I don't' said he.
So I decided to get some more admissions out of him, and

continued 'vVhen a new movement is on foot, it is often possible
to injure it by making it appear foolish, even when it is not possible
to refute its arguments. I mean, that if you can't get hold of
the refutation of a principle, you have to get hold of its
reputation. Do you admit that what I say is true? '

, Yes' he said. 'I have heard that the best destructive
argument is a nick-name.'

, That is the sort of idea. Now, do the Suffragettes appear
foolish?' I continued.

, I should just think so ' said he.
, Anc. injure their cause by it ? '
, Yes.'

'V/hen? '
, V/hen they have to be carried off to prison' said Glaucon,

, and when they belabour policemen with umbrellas, and make a
scene generally.'

'How are they to cease injuring their cause in this
manner?' I asked

, By ceasing from fighting with policemen.'
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'Not necessarily. It takes two to make a quarrel.'
, By wheedling and coaxing the policemen, then,' he said.
'And by' that method they could propagate their views

unmolested, and without appearing foolish? '
, Yes' he replied.
, Now, who are best at coaxing policemen?'
Glaucon looked rather puzzled and said' I am sure I don't

know.'

, Come, come; haven't you often seen policemen gazing
sentimentally over area railings? '

, Cooks' he said triumphantly, ' Cooks of course! '
, Yes' I agreed. 'Nursemaids and soldiers, cooks and

policemen. How then are the Suffragettes to persuade
policemen? '

, By becoming Cooks' he said cheerfully.
, That is, by learning the art that lies at the basis of home

comfort. For that is what you admitted cookery to be, unless
I am mistaken? '

'Yes I did' said Glaucon.
, But you said that women ",ould forget that art. I have

shown that on the contrary there will be an extra inducement to
learn it! '

I could see he looked rather bewildered, so I decided to
follow up my advantage. ' If there should be a time' I said in
an epoch-making voice '\Vhen Cooks turn Suffragettes, or
Suffragettes turn Cooks'-

, I think I heard you say something rather like that in the
days' when we used to live at Athens' Glaucon interrupted.

I suppose he must have been beginning to get bored
(Same here, Ed.)

POINT-TO·POINT.

This was run on Saturday, March 23rd. The course was
from Holway Copse straight away under the hill to Marston
Road and back on the top of the hill to the winning post on
Hack Hill. The course, from the state in which the majority
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of the competitors arrived, was a punishing one. The start led
down a steep hill which was naturally very trying. Bennett ma.
led from the start and owing- to some misunderstanding made a
cut in the course which all the rest followed, but which
rendered the course more difficult owing to an increased
number of awkward hedges, May, Carey ma. and Hempson
closely followed the leader, and began to leave the others
behind at different intervals. The cut, thus made in the course,
led through a farm which apparently caused some little
annoyance to an irascible farmer; but this did not seriously
interfere with the result. Bennett kept the lead till about forty
yards before the winning post, but here the hill was too much
for him and he collapsed, exhausted. Carey who was following
closely finished first running strongly, May came in a good
second, also running strongly but unfortunately twisted his foot
at the finish; Hempson finished third, followed by vVildman ma.
and Foley. The others straggled in after this much scratched
and bedraggled. Bennett, after an application of restoratives,
managed to stagger in sixth thus leaving King's the winners
by three points. Terry ma. who has done well in previous
point-to-points was unable to run owing to illness, thus rather
severely handicapping Bell's.

Order of Merit King's Place Aggregate

~ C. O'D. Carey 11
First S. C. Bennett

~j IS
LJ. U. Smith

Schoolhouse A-K
~ G. O. Hempson ...

~lSecond W. B. Foley '" 18
lA. W. Hooper IQ)

Bell's{H. G. May ... 21
Third R. E. Barker '" 7 r 22

A. G. E. Onslow '" 13)
Wildman's

{T. B. Wildman '" 41
Fourth C. 1. Blackburne '" 9 r 25

A. L. Symes '" 12 J
Dunkin'srJ. B. Pennefather. .. litFifth i. C. T. Warner 14 40

C. P. Trevor IS)
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AN ATROCITY.

73

I' the warm of early Summer doth a weird animosity
Agitate the heart poetic to assail any lyric it
May elect to tear and ravish i' the way of the Corybant !
Never was there any madness but an I got a fit of it
The result you see before you in a mode very evident.
You may murmur' Ah the Springster' with a grim subacidity
I will immolate Catullus i' the mode Tennysonian!
With a rattle an' a wollop an' a wild ... regularity.
Do you think the Muse has left me in a rage? Not a bit of it!
-'Tis enough tho' for the present in a sun soporiferous,
'Tis enough: beware to taunt me with the mere inability
To go further, or you perish in a whirl of inanities!

'NIL SECURIUS.'

Grim and terrible the curse is
That compels to scribble verses;

But since the muses bid it I must sing.
And as my imagination
Will not rise to an ovation,

I will babble of a simple little thing.

For beneath my study table,
(Upon which I write this fable,)

There is situate, well planted on the floor,
Something: if its name you ask it
'Tis the wagger pag-ger basket

As euphoniously dubbed in common lore.

Now there's nothing very thrilling
In a basket (price a shilling-

That is commonly: at Sherborne eighteen pence)
But it has associations-
(Dreams of crumpled lucubrations)

Very touching to the youth of tender sense.
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It is silent and subjected;
Does its duty as expected,

And to beauty, (you'll forgive the double rhyme),
It advances no pretensions;
But its skeleton dimensions

Are to me eumorphous, delicate, sublime.

But there's one especial feature
In this admirable creature:

I mean it's always open to accept
Any verse however futile.
And to it in a minute I'll

Dedicate what its a pity that I kept.

ALDERSHOT.

The School, as usual, sent up her contingent of boxers and
gymnasts to the Championship Competition at Aldershot, on
March 21St. The representatives of the School were as follows:

Boxing-Middle Weight, J. E. Terry (Bell's)
Light Weight, H. G. May (Bell's)
Feather Weight, C. R. Limbery (Bell's)

Fencing-G. O. Hempson (School House)

Gymnastics-L. H. Plant (School House)
T. J. Cronshaw (School House)

Leaving Sherborne at 2 o'clock on Thursday, March 21St,
the competitors arrived at Aldershot, after a tedious journey,
at 5-30 p.m. Proceedmg to the Royal Hotel after a light
meal and a stroll everyone proceeded to the Gymnasium.
The first round of the boxing was then fought off on the
Thursday night. J. E. Terry drew a bye, but H. G. May and
C. R. Limbery each had to fight. May was the first to
perform and was drawn to meet a man from \Vellington.
The affair went the full three rounds, May being knocked down
in the second round. The Wellington man however, who had
a g-ood hard 'right' gained the verdict on points. Limbery
met an opponent from Aldenham and after an interesting
fight was declared the winner. Straight' lefts' won Limbery
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his fight and an occasional upper cut shook the Aldenham man
considerably, who was rather given to putting his head down.
The next morning Terry was to meet Treatt of VVestminster, a
hard' slogger,' but no boxer. To our chagrin however, Terry
was found to be anything but well on the Friday morning,
indeed his condition was such that he should not have been
allowed to box at all. Treatt's hitting proved too much for him
and the referee stopped the affair in the second round. \Ve
venture to say, without disparaging the success of Treatt, that
Terry would have been at least a good match for him when fit.
Limbery then had to meet his second opponent, one Cassidy of
Wellington, the fight was very short as Cassidy getting a
straight left on Limbery's ' point' dazed him so mucn that after
another minute's boxing he was counted out.

In the fencing we expected something from G. O. Hempson,
but he had the misfortune to meet an excellent fencer in his first
fight, de Pedrose, and after each man had scored two hits the
verdict was given against Hempsol1.

\Ve hardly expected to surpass our performance of last
year in the gymnastic line, but L. H. Plant and T. J. Cronshaw
made quite a good show. Both had practised assiduously and
their efforts deserved a better reward.

All the competitors except the gymnasts returned to
Sherborne on the Friday evening. We were not successful;
but there is plenty of promise in the School and we look
forward to next year with hope and confidence. Suffice it to
say those who went up had tried hard and did their best:
what more can be said?

ASSAULT-AT-ARMS.

The annual 'Assault-at-Arms' was given in the School
Gymnasium last term on Friday, 14-th December, 1906.
The exercises on the various apparatus were performed by:
C. O'D. Carey (Captain), T. J. Cronshaw, L. H. Plant,
S. C. Bennett, W. B. Foley, E. H. F. Dammers, D. Bennett,
0.5., D. Lucas, 0.5. and J. N. Taylor (Instructor).
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The programme was as follows :-

Exercises on the Parallel Bars

2 Fencing, Foil v. Foil
D. B. 8ullivan and D. Baxter.

3 Boxing
C. R. Limbery and C. G. H. Futcher.

Ball Punching
J. E. Terry.

4 Exercises OIl Vaulting Horse

5 Indian Clubs
Sergt-Instructor Taylor.

[APRIL,

6 Physical Drill Squad by the following- members of the XV. :
C. O'D. Carey, H. G. May, W. J. Dow, J. E. Terry.
S. C. Bennett, J. U. Smith. H. F. Plant, A. L. 8ymes.

7 Epee Fencing
D. Bennett, 0.8. and D. Lucas, O.S.

8 Exercises on Horizontal Bar

A selection of Music was played by the School Orchestra
, during the display.

GOD SAVE THE KING.

PIAN 0 RECITAL

On Saturday, February 16th, Mr. Tester gave a second
Piano Recital in the Big -Schoolroom. The programme, which
consisted mainly of Tschaikowsky, was most enjoyable: where
all was good, perhaps the most attractive item was the First
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Movement of the Sonata in G, an exceedingly heavy work,
which gave Mr. Tester an admirable opportunity for the display
of his powers. Mr. Regan's playing was as delightful as it
always is.

The programme wa:o as follows ;

Hunting Song I
Autumn Song
Chant Sans paroles
Chanson triste

Theme and varations in F.

Sonata in G (1st movement)

Sonata in D (violin and piano)

MR. REGAN.

MUSICAL SOCIETY

Tschaikowsky

Tschaikowsky

Tschaikowsky

Handel

An excellent little concert was given on Tuesday evening,
March 19th, in order that the School Orchestra might have an
opportunity of shewing what they could do. The only failure
was a serenade, which, we believe, was not meant to be comic,
and did in fact just fail of this result; it was, however, so
uncertain in its love-making that we were relieved when the
last bar came. Otherwise the band played very nicely,
especially some selections from 'H.M.S. Pinafore.' As a
variety we had two good songs-one sentimental and the other
virile-from Mr. St. J. Ainslie. An encore was wanted but not
granted. The programme was also varied by the overture to
Schubert's Rosamund as a piano duet played by !vIr. Moore and
Forrest, ma., and Lindley played some 'Inventions' by
J. S. Bach (for the violin), which he made very acceptable;
this was, perhaps, the most austere fare provided. The concert
ended with the March Austria-a standing dish of the School
band-and the Carmen. The whole performance was only an
hour long, and many who had gone to the Schoolroom with
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may be, small expectations came away very much pleased
with their sixty minutes' entertainment.

Programme:

I Minuet ... Dans le Style Ancient P.Aubry

2 Pianoforte Duet Overture to Rosamund
FORREST I. AND MR. MOORE.

Sclmbert

3 Song

4 Selection

, Myself when young'
MR. AINSLIE, O.S.

... H.M.S. Pinafore '"

Liza Lehmanll

Sttllivan

5 Trio in D minor (for Violin, Viola and Pianoforte) Lachner
MESSRS. REGAN, HEINRICH, AND TESTER.

i. Andantino. ii. Allegro Molto.

6 Serenade

7 Violin Solo

8 Song

9 March '"

Sizilietta

... Four Inventions ...
LINDLEY.

i. Andante. ii. Presto.
iii. Amabile. iv. Presto.

, Gipsy John'
MR. AINSLIE, O.S.

Austria

GOD SAVE THE KING.

... F. von Blolf

Bach

F. Clay

... J. N owOt1ZY

'LORRYING' DOWN THE GHATS.

It was recently my good fortune to spend a couple of
months' leave in a well-known health resort high up in the Ghat
Mountains. During my stay I made the acquaintance of one of
the G.I.P. railway officers, who very kindly offered to take me
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for a ride down the Ghats all a lorry. I jumped at the offer,
for such an opportunity is not often given one, and in due course
I arrived at Lonavla Station, where I was met by my host and
his brother; the latter was also coming with us. Lonavla is an
important station, as it is right at the top of the Ghats, and
there it is that the small Ghat locomotive (it is built for hill
climbing) which has come the steep ascent from Bombay, is
changed for the more speedy and larger engine, which hurries
the train down the more gradual descent to Poona. Well, we
waited for the Bombay mail train to start, and then the lorry
appeared. The lorry is just another name for a 'trolly,' and
has a seat fitted on it, with a very straight back. I mention
this because, being tall and the footboard narrow, I felt as we
were going down some steep bit as if there was nothing
beneath me, and I might any moment be precipitated on to the
track in front.

\Ve all three got on to the lorry in front, my host
manipulating the brakes, while four coolies, technically known
as 'lorriswalahs,' started pushing us for the first few hundred
yards. The track however soon became steep and we gradually
gathered more and more 'way' until we were going a good
thirty miles an hour. My first feeling was one of absolute help
lessness, and a sickening feeling in my stomach, as we gradually
started going faster and faster, and mine host's brother, the
other novice, also confessed that he felt a burning desire for, the
first few miles to throw himself on to the track in front of the
lorry. However we soon got the better of these weaknesses and
the sensation of motion became delightful. The nearest
approach to it is the sensation of being in a very fast motor,
though the latter feeling is not half so pleasant. The motion is
absc1utely smooth, and you realise fully (as one does not fully
in a motor) the delightful feeling of speed.

Coming up in the train I had been delighted with the lovely
scenery of the Ghats, but it was not until I had been down them
in a lorry, that I fully appreciated their beauty. The day was
fine, and the air was exceptionally clear as there had been a little
rain the day before, which had banished the heat haze, which
usually hangs above the plains. The Ghats are not high, only
hills as a matter of fact, not mountains, but they are very
picturesque. The line marking the top of a high plateau, stands
out clear against the sky as though drawn with an H pencil.
Its sides are clothed with trees, showing green against the
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brown of the sun-burnt grass. To left or right some lofty rock
rears its fantastic shape against the glare of the tropical sky,
while far beneath we gaze sheer down into the dreamy depths
of the valley, which winds like a river towards the plains. From
the bright green at our feet the verdure of the valley fades into
a gloomy darkness in its lowest depths.

And so silently we wound our way down past the pretty
village of Khandala to what is known as 'reversing station.'
The track is here so winding that the train cannot' wind' up it,
and so at this point the train stops, and is started backwards up
the new track, the engine being reversed. \Ve had caught up
the mail train here and stopped for some minutes, while my
host inspected some work which was being carried on, the rock
ofthe side of the cutting above a certain portion of the roadway
having become loose and threatening to drop on the unsuspect
ing heads of the occupants of some train, or worse still, destroy
the wall on which the roadway was built.

In a few ~inutes however we were off again and soon we
dashed into the first big tunnel we had met so far. It was a
weird experience dashing into pitchy darkness at a speed of 30
miles an hour or thereabouts. At last however we caught the
glimmering of light at the end of the tunnel, and it seemed to
open out magically at our feet as we fled into the sunlight.
Only for a moment or two though! for we saw another tunnel
ahead of us. As we entered it I caught a vague glimpse of the
head-light of an engine coming up towards us, and then a blind
ing sensation in my eyes as the smoke filled them, and the
sparks beat against my face. A train ascending the Ghats has
two engines, one in front and one behind. Vve got the benefit
of the smoke of each.

Out of one tunnel and into the next! A long one this one!
The roar"in a tunnel is astounding when you have no walls or
roof to shut out the sound, After a second or two I thought I
had gone down into the Pit itself. \Vind figures sprang away
as we approached, a red gleam of fire on the right showed up
wild, naked arms and bodies. They were but a gang of railway
coolies, but in those surroundings and the thunder of the tunnel
they looked like fiends incarnate.

\Ve were out of the region of tunnels now, and were running
with a wall of hundreds of feet of almost sheer rock on our left and
a drop of more hundreds to the plain beneath. There the plain
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lay beneath us, as flat as the palm of your hand seemingly.
Like the country in 'Alice through the looking glass,' it was
marked off in little squares like a chess board. Each square
represented a little burnt up paddy field, while here and there a
little patch of brilliant green added a touch of colour to the
universal brown. A little stream trickled slowly down towards
the sea. Far away on the right (it looked quite close in that
clear air) still more peaks rose sheer out of the plain. It looked
as someone said like a sheet of clay, on which dabs of clay had
been thrown indiscriminately, and the whole left to dry in the
sun. All the same, though the description may not sound pretty,
the view decidedly is so.

vVe had run down quickly till now, past salaaming gate
keepers and gangs of coolies, but now we were going more
slowly. The air was perceptibly hotter, the atmosphere steamy.
Slower and slower until at last the' lorriswalahs' got out and
pushed, until we reached Kerjat, the station at the bottom of the
Ghats. .

'I wish I could give you a better picture of the glories of the
Ghats. I have never seen them at their best, and yet I marvel
at their beauty. After the rains the whole hill side is perfect
green. Beautiful waterfalls leap from the black face of the rock.
Here the naturalist is in paradise. There are gay plumaged
birds and butterflies of the rarest and most beautiful kinds.

And to see the Ghats properly you must' lorry' down them.
It is an amusement that has just the touch of danger and
adventure that would appeal to most. It is like toboganning on
wheels down a long hill when you can't see the bottom.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Editor of the ShirbuYIliall.
Dear Sir,

The Modern VIth form has now been flourishing in a definite form
for six months, but as yet it does not seem to have given any material
justification for its existence. May I suggest that to see its members take
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their part at Commemoration by performing a French play (of which
without doubt they are thoroughly c'lpable) would be an interesting
innovation, and at the same time would afford gratification and amusement
to those who have hitherto provided the greater part of the entertainment?

Yours truly,

ARISTIDES.

Dear Sir,
Through the kindness of two O.SS.'s I have obtained II out of the 13

numbers of the SltirbltYllialt I was in need of. Could any of your readers
spare copies of the two numbers still missing, March 1902; June 1901 ?

I shonld be very grateful if anyone could let me have through you
either of the above numbers.

Yours sincerely,

O.S

Dear Mr. Editor,
I am writing to draw attention to the great difficulty one experiences

in getting served at the" Tuck Shop." I hope that other people will also
complain; when perhaps there will be more than two people-one of whom
is engaged in cooking eggs-to wait on twenty.

Yours etc"
SHIRBURNIAN.

[\Ve sympathise with Shirburniau, having experienced the same
treatment dnring a rush. \Ve will bring the above letter to the notice
of the proper authorities.-Ed.J

Dear Sir,
In company with many others I hailed with joy the fact that an

answer, full and convincing, was given to' Voluntary Charity's' letter in
your last issue. Now, good Sir, that gave us all great pleasure, but why, I
ask, should the letter of 'Voluntary Charity' deserve recognition before the
many others on different topics that ha\'e preceded it? Can it be that only
the subject of the' Portsea Mission' can rouse the Powers that be to
take steps, or at least to give explanations? Cannot we (wretched mortals ! )
who incessantly write to the ShirbllYllialt on subjects more secular gain
anything for our pains? I wrote some time ago pleading at least a
courteous answer to the efforts of correspondents, but gloomy silence still
greets every letter (but one!). [f every correspondents' letter in the
ShirbllYlliall received one-tenth of the notice accorded to the complaint on
• Portsea '-Nay, let us ask for one twentieth of the notice, just one
minute's explanation-how pleased and rewarded we should feel!

Mr. Editor, I give the usual apologies and expect to remain,
Your faithfnl but rebuffed

CORRESPONDENT.
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Dear Sir,
I am taking the liberty of lodging a complaint through the medium of

your valuable columns. In the Point-ta-Point on Saturday, March 23rd,
the authorities kindly put a vehicle at the disposal of the competitors.
This vehicle duly deposited the runners at the starting point and then, as
we, the runners, supposed, proceeded to the winning post with the coats
and wraps. On finishing the race however we found that a distance of
quite a mile had to be traversed on foot and in running shoes to the place
where the vehicle awaited us. I may add that it was only the unusual
cleme~cy of the weather that prevented every competitor catching a very
severe chill and as it was two runners, at least, incurred flu therefrom.

Surely there was something wrong in the management, as it is
unnecessary to say that a walk over hard ground and through lanes in
running shoes and running attire, when in a state of semi-exhaustion and
perspiration, is no pleasant task.

'Wtthevery apology, dear Sir. for trespassing on your space,
I remain,

Your faithful servant,

CURSOR.

Dear Sir,
Since it seems impossible to have Field Days with other Public

Schools, would there be any difficulty in introducing the Boys' Brigade into
the next Sham Fight? My knowledge of their efficiency in drill and the
nature of their arms is, lawn, scanty, but supposing my idea to be sound
and practical, I think it would be found that a Sham Fight on a larger
scale would be not only of more value for tactical purposes, but of vastly
greater interest to both Brigades.

remain.
Yours truly,

• SOCIALIST.'

CONTEMPORARIES.

The Editor gratefully acknowledges the receipt of the
following: The Bradfield College A!agazine, The Ca/lil/aria/I, The
Carthl/sian, The City of London School A!agazine, The Clifto1liau,
The CoulIty Gentleman, The Haileyburian , The Lancing College
J1fagazine, The Lorettoniau, The J1farlburiazl, The J.l1alvemian, The
Mill Hill Magazine, The Pauli1le, The Radleian, Thl Tonbridgeau,
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The School Magazine (Uppingham), The Victorian, The WeUillgtollian,
and apologizes for and accidental omissions.

He has also received The Annual Report and Year Book, 1906
of ' The Royal Society of St. George.'

School House (a); Wildman's (b); Dunkin's (c) ;
Bell's (d); King's (I).
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